
Thank you! We had a wonderful response to our fundraising at the end of last

term.

THANK Y
for supporting Red Nose Day

End of term

We will continue to fundraise for our garden development and hope to get a

mud kitchen very soon as the children are enjoying digging in the garden.

Please come along to the next coffee catch up on 19th May to talk about what

you would like to do next - initial ideas include a family film afternoon.

New bate: Our next maths workshop is now on the same day and we will have

more ideas for supporting the children’s understanding of mathematical

concepts — we are currently working on ideas like bigger, smaller, longer,

shorter, lighter, heavier and ordering by size.

Last half term the children showed real interest in the wildlife in our garden,

particularly the beetles and worms, and the emerging spring flowers. Our

learning until the end of May will focus on these topics. Please support your
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children by looking for wildlife and plants growing wherever you walk -

garden, parks or along the side of the road. There are little creatures

everywhere!

They have enjoyed planting

seeds in the growing beds and

are curious about the emerging

shoots. Gardening is a fabulous

activity for physical

development, particularly

strengthening finger and hand

control, balance and spatial

awareness (where your body is

in relation to objects around

you). We are also exploring and

extending their knowledge and

understanding of the world as

we have chosen to plant

vegetables, which they will then

(hopefully) be able to eat. If

you have a small bucket or

container, please grow

something at home - cress

seeds are excellent as they

grow in a few days and can go

into sandwiches and salads.

Reminder: Please look on the noticeboard for

important dates

a

Acting Heodteocher


